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1. Ethos  
 
HOFR’s founding Team deeply believes that crypto 

should be a Home for all, regardless of who they 

are. And only the core ideals of crypto can make 

this possible: Decentralization, Freedom and 

Equality of everyone. 

We understand that crypto is an odyssey, and we 

want to create an environment during this 

journey for people from all walks of life to 

explore, learn and grow in the crypto space. We 

are also committed to provide our community 

access to quality crypto education, resources, 

and tools to further their understanding and 

help them make informed decisions. 

We strive to empower our community to pursue 

their passions and dreams. 

 

 HOFR Team  

 

If you know you’re going home the journey 

is never too hard 

 

+  
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2. The House of Frenchie’s 
It is time for change.  

House of Frenchie’s is here to change the 

#MemeSpace and how #MemeCoins act!  

They want you to believe that the #MemeSpace is 

fake and cannot generate real revenue or value 

for the world… They tell you that generating 

revenue is tied to boring tasks and cannot be 

fun. The Houe of Frenchies is here and making 

the difference.  

Together we are building an ecosystem which 

generates real yield and revenue for the people. 

That is the reason why we are  

“Yield lovers pet shop” 

Come and help building our own Home in the 

#cryptospace with likeminded people! Let us 

build and grow together and who knows, maybe one 

day we see each other in the real House of 

Frenchie’s somewhere in the mountains… 

Dream big and dream together! 
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3. Tokenomics 
Name: House of Frenchies  

Symbol: $HOFR 

Contract: 

0x8dF0F585c1d4a76B473dfb85aB55e693f7B50020 

 

The $HOFR Coins is available on Pancakeswap and 

other DEXes.  

---- 

 

The House of Frenchies is a Token on the 
Binance Smart Chain (BEP20). 
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4. NFT Collection 
Frenchie NFTs will be pillar of House: $HOFR. 

The NFTs will be on the Ethereum Blockchain. The 

utility of the NFTs will be multifold:  

1. The NFTs will be used as collateral to 

access the $HOFR playground and redeem 

rewards in the $HOFR playground.  

2. The NFTs will enable holders to access 

exclusive experiences like participating in 

events or buying limited edition products in 

the crypto-space and the real world  

3. The NFTs will be tradable on big 

marketplaces and can be sold for profit.  

By offering multiple utility options, the NFTs 

will provide a steady revenue stream for Token 

and NFT holders. This will ensure the long-term 

success and sustainability of the HOFR 

Ecosystem.  

Many Crypto projects solely rely on ponziomics 

and use new investors as exit liquidity for early 

investors.  

$HOFR is breaking this cycle by offering crypto 

utility and real-life services in an Ecosystem.  
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5. Frenchies-Blood-Tag 
One ideal of crypto is the democratization of 

finances and other aspects of life using crypto 

and its technologies. DAOs (Decentralized 

Autonomous Organizations) were a core idea to 

establish this democratization, unfortunately 

this led to a situation in which the ones with 

the most Token or Money were able to decide for 

the fate of a project and family. Not the ones 

who knew the most and worked the hardest for the 

family…. Frenchies-Blood-Tag in form of SBTs 

(Soulbound Token) offer an opportunity to really 

democratize the crypto space.  

Soulbound Token are non-tradable and non-

transferable NFTs bound to the wallet of the 

user. With SBTs it is not about anymore who has 

the most Token or Money, it is about who helps 

the family the most. SBTs offer an opportunity 

for Proof of Attendance and Proof of 

Participation. Frenchies-Blood-Tag will show who 

does the most for the family…. 
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6. The House of Frenchies  
HOFR is committed to be Home.  

A place for family and friends to come together, 

have fun, learn, educate and mingle. A place 

where you have the feeling of security and 

belonging. A House where you can relax and feel 

comfortable. Where you engage in a variety of 

activities and spend quality time with 

likeminded people. A place to grow and learn new 

things….  

HOFR rooms in which we interact in for different 

purposes…. 

 

Frenchie’s Playroom  

Playing is a universal way for people to interact 

and connect with one another. Frenchie’s 

playroom will offer the opportunity interact in 

one way or another.  

Tournaments and competitions to win $HOFR and 

other Pots of Token will increase the excitement 

of the gaming experience. There will be 

Free2Play Games and options to join Tournaments 

to win the big Pot.  
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On-Chain Games 

To get the gamers heart on the blockchain rolling 

we will have on-chain games  

The “Catch the Frenchie” where people can 

compete with $HOFR Token.  

In the “Catch the Frenchie”  game you compete 

with strong and notorious dogs, if you survive 

the fight against these hard competitors, you 

get the whole Pot! Stay your ground the others 

are waiting to hit you from your pedestal. 

 

Frenchie’s Games 

Who is the strongest and the fastest Frenchie? 

To find this out you have opportunity to battle 

you with your friends and colleagues in 

Frenchie’s Games! A match between two is easy to 

handle, because here you are only Training 

(Free2Play) but if you want to see who is “The 

Dawg” you need to join the Tournaments by putting 

in your $HOFR to the big Pot! The strongest and 

fastest will get the pot! As you already know 

from ““Catch the Frenchie”. 

We are designing our own Frenchie Games for eg.: 

using Universal Fighting Engine 2. 

Frenchie’s Beat ‘em up and Frenchie`S racing  
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Frenchie’s Living Room 
You are bored sitting in your own room and want 

to see if others are at home? Then come to the 

Frenchie’s Living Room. Frenchie’s Living Room 

is going to be Frenchie`s metaverse a virtual 

home…. 

 
Frenchie’s Dressing Room 
Clothing has the power to transform the way we 

feel about ourselves and the way how others 

perceive us. So why not make a statement about 

your personal style with Frenchie’s Fashion? 

As we think that clothes have powerful emotional 

impact on the wearer and how we feel about 

ourselves…. 

HOFR is going to be a Fashion brand outside of 

crypto space. This will give the exposure to new 

clientele and will help HOFR to grow further than 

the usual crypto clientele. Frenchie’s Fashion 

will enable us to generate real revenue for the 

growth of the project.  

HOFR is committed to bring new people to crypto 

space and we strongly believe that Fashion is an 

elegant way to onboard people to crypto.  

With Frenchie’s Fashion, we want to create a 

place where style and crypto, come together. 
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Frenchie’s Crypto Studio 
In Frenchie’s Crypto Studio we will introduce 

new and classical tools from the crypto space. 

These will enable our community to participate 

actively in the HOFR Ecosystem and earn yield. 

The classical Tools will be combined in the 

 HOFR Farm: 

The HOFR Farm allows Frenchie Token Holders to 

stake their Frenchie Token either directly or to 

stake their Frenchie Token as LP Token paired 

with BNB. 

Staking your Frenchie Token earns you more 

Frenchies for a defined APR.  

But staking your Frenchie Token as LP Token, 

paired with BNB earns you not only Frenchies but 

also a percentage of the Fees from any traded 

Frenchie Token.  

Further new technologies and idea like “shill to 

earn” etc. is going to implemented further down 

the road.  

 
Frenchies Reading Room 
Frenchies Journey until this point was a wild 

ride: The stories and adventures how Mr. 

Frenchie build up this amazing home will be 

shared with you in form of an ever-expanding and 

developing comic story! There will be prequels 
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and sequels and all kinds of daily gossip 

happening around Mr. Frenchie and his community… 

and how knows you will be part of it and will 

get you character and your personality 

incorporated…   
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7. Ecosystem 
HOFRs Ecosystem will be constantly evolving and 

changing over time. We see the HOFR Ecosystem as 

a fluid and highly adaptable structure.  

Frenchie Token will be necessary to play and 

participate in Frenchies Playroom. Additionally, 

only Frenchie Token Holders will be eligible to 

mint Frenchie NFTs. These NFTs whereas can be 

staked in various rooms, e.g. as the Frenchie 

Playroom to earn yield according to the volume 

of the room.  

 
 

 
 
 
 

Frenchie Token 
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NFTs The House of 

Frenchies 
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8. Roadmap 
 

 
Stealth launch        done 

Partnership with PDO.finance    done 

Partnership with Kaso2ka Ventures   done 

Establishing Governance Council   done 

Liquidity Injection       done 

CG Listing         done 

New Frenchie Look and Design  

Initial White Paper Written    

Introducing first Games  

Launching dApp 

500 HOFR Holder 

CMC Listing 

Marketing Campaign 

Frenchies Blood Tag (Soulbound NFTs) 

NFT Collection  

Opening Dog House  

Metaverse 
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9. Team 
HOFR Team is international and globally 

distributed. Together they bring formidable 

experience in all kinds of Fields and Topics: 

Starting from Finance, Consulting, data 

analysis, Science, Design and Art. The 

versatility is our strongest Asset.  

For further information, check out 

https://frenchiescoin.net/ or meet us in our 

HOFR TG Chat (https://t.me/hofrportal).  

We are happy and excited to meet you! 
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10. Partners 
The HOFR Team knows that excellence needs 

experts from various fields to empower the 

community and the scope of the project, for 

this HOFR made important strategic 

partnerships with great Teams in the 

CryptoSpace. 

 

PDO.finance https://pdo.finance/ 

PDO finance is a leader and innovator in 

the #DeFi Space and soon are going to 

overtake the whole #CryptoSpace, we are 

happy and proud to work together with 

PDO.finance.  

 

KASO2KA VENTURES https://kaso2kaventures.io 

Kasotsuka Ventures a community-backed VC, 

with world-class expertise in gaming and 

NFTs. We are happy and proud to work 

together with Kasotsuka Ventures.  
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11. Socials 
 

💬 TELEGRAM 
https://t.me/houseoffrenchie   
 
🐦TWITTER 
https://twitter.com/frenchiesdog 
 
🌐MEDIUM 
https://medium.com/@TheHouseofFrenchies 
 
🎦VIDEO 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XI6zNrZ15l4 
 
https://vimeo.com/channels/1811532 
 
📉📈DEXTOOLS 
https://www.dextools.io/app/bnb/pair-
explorer/0xff92589dfd5e8e4d8ea2d0c4662ea9a97dd2
b6c4                                    
 
🌐Coingecko 
https://www.coingecko.com/en/coins/house-of-
frenchies 
 
📕REDDIT 
https://www.reddit.com/r/houseoffrenchies/ 
 
📘FACEBOOK 
https://www.facebook.com/Frenchiescoin/ 
 
📷INSTAGRAM 
https://www.instagram.com/frenchiescoin/ 
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12. Disclaimer  
The information provided in this Litepaper does 

not constitute any investment advice nor other 

financial advice. The information is provided 

for educational purposes only. Trading 

cryptocurrencies carries a high level or risk 

and may not be suitable for all investors. House 

of Frenchies will not accept liability for any 

loss or damage, including without limitation to, 

any loss of profit, which may arise directly or 

indirectly from use or reliance on such 

information.  

 

Our team cannot in any way enforce region 

specific participation with our product since it 

is spart of the Binance blockchain. It cannot be 

censored. If the region where you live has laws 

that prohibit purchasing or participating with 

$HOFR, please obey those laws 

 

House of Frenchies is a project in constant 

development, information and data in this 

Litepaper are subject to change. 
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House of Frenchies  
 
 
 
 

Visit our website 
 
 

Frenchiescoin.org 
 


